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Welcome to the Winter edition of Coast Guard Rescue 
Sunshine Coast. Winter is upon us and the season 
has kicked off with ideal - if not a little chilly - 

boating conditions. If you’re heading out on the water this 
winter, remember to take all the usual precautions and most 
importantly, remember to log on when you leave and log off to 
let us know you’ve returned safely.

This issue, we have another eclectic mix of hopefully 
thought-provoking stories. I have delved into the world of 
marine - and specifically plastic - pollution and hope that 
readers will take the time to read the article and take on board 
the salient points of an issue that should concern all persons 
who participate in recreational boating and fishing activities 
along our coastline.

My article only scratches the surface of what is a massive 
global problem, but I would like to think that those who use 
our waterways can play your part in maintaining them for all to 
enjoy. My message to all is that if you see rubbish - especially 
plastic rubbish - along our coastline, please pick it up and 
dispose of it where it can be properly managed. The sand dunes 
at the beach or the marina basin or the canal out the front of 
your house are not the correct place for disposal of rubbish by 
anyone.

Another article of interest is one that was held over from 
the Autumn issue and concerns the different types of knots and 
hitches you need to tie up a boat. You would be amazed at the 
sights I see at my local boat ramp - one of the most common is 
boats coming alongside the dock without a line in sight. If the 
consequences weren’t so serious, they would make very funny 
comedy skits!

In addition, we have all the usual stories of Coast Guard 
activities and news from your local flotilla. 

So make a cuppa, find a quiet spot in the sun and enjoy 
the read.

Safety by all Means.

Julie Hartwig
Editor, Vice Captain Publications, Sunshine Coast Squadron
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RESCUE 
ONLINE
It’s easy to stay 
connected with your 
local Coast Guard 
flotilla. If you’re 
on the go and 
you want to read 
Rescue magazine 
on your portable 
device, simply 
visit Coast Guard’s 
national website 
and download 
your local flotilla’s 
edition straight to 
your smart phone 
or tablet. You can 
even get back 
issues - just click 
on the issue you’d 
like to read. Visit 
www.coastguard.
com.au, click on 
Queensland on 
the map, choose 
your local flotilla 
from the list and 
download.
While you’re there, 
check out all the 
info about your 
local flotilla and 
catch up on the 
latest news from 
Coast Guard flotillas 
across Queensland, 
Victoria, South 
Australia and the 
Northern Territory.

GET SOCIAL WITH COAST GUARD
QF4 Caloundra: https://www.facebook.com/qf4.th
QF5 Noosa: https://www.facebook.com/
coastguardnoosaQF5/
QF6 Mooloolaba: https://www.facebook.com/
coastguardmooloolabaQF6
QF17 Tin Can Bay: https://www.facebook.com/
coastguard.tincanbay
QF21 Sandy Strait: https://www.facebook.com/
coastguard.sandystraits.qf21/
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CALOUNDRA ANZAC DAY 2018

Preparations for ANZAC Day on Wednesday 25 
April 2018, the 104th year since the Gallipoli 
landing, saw Coast Guard Caloundra participate.
The Dawn Service at Kings Beach on the Sunshine 
Coast followed the same format as last year, 
with Echo crew arriving at headquarters at 0430, 
and after a boat check, saw the crew cross the 
Caloundra Bar and take up station off Kings 
Beach waiting for the signal to place a wreath on 
the water.

The honour of laying the wreath went to 
Phil Noble who had served in the Army, and 
Kay Kirwan, who saw duty in the Navy. After the 
ceremony concluded, it was back to base for a 
barbie breakfast before heading back to duty.
Participants in the Citizens’ March to the 
Caloundra RSL started in the Stockland Shopping 
Centre car park at 8.30am. A large contingent of 
QF4 members marched via Oval Ave, Arthur St 
and Third Ave to the club amid rousing applause 
from the spectators lining the streets. We were 
fortunate to have a military band ahead of our 
marching party so we were all able to keep in 
step.

Story and Photos: John Gasparotto

Top: Echo Crew prepare to leave QF4 Headquarters to 
participate in the wreath laying ceremony at sea.
Above: Phil Noble and Kay Kirwan preparing to lay the 
wreath at sea.
Left: QF4’s marching party attracted rousing applause from 
the spectators lining the march route.
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QF4 PRESENTED WITH $250 CHEQUE

Member for Caloundra Mark McArdle presented a 
cheque for $250 to Coast Guard Caloundra in April 
as part of the Mark McArdle True Hero Grants fund.
Ten $250 grants were awarded each month until 
June to outstanding and up-and-coming individuals 
or groups in the Caloundra Electorate.
“This is about helping the true heroes in the 
Caloundra community,” Mr McArdle said. “The 
Caloundra Coast Guard are a group of selfless 
volunteers who give up their time to help the local 
boating community, and are a worthy recipient of 
this grant. These people are the backbone of our 
society and I am proud to be giving back to those 
who truly deserve it.”

Story and Photo: John Gasparotto

Above: Mark McArdle presents the $250 cheque to Deputy 
Commander Kevin Wager

QF4 ASSISTS KAWANA SCOUTS

Above: From left, Erin Dale, 12, Alex Garland, 14, Patrick 
Dale, 11, Hayden North, 12, and Jackson Van de Pol on 
board Coast Guard 2 about to start their epic adventure.

Coast Guard Caloundra transported a group 
of scouts from Kawana across to the Blue 
Hole at Bribe Island. The group comprised five 
scouts aged 11 to 14, and one scoutmaster 
to keep an eye on them from a distance while 
they undertook a 3-day, 35-kilometer hiking 
and camping journey across Bribie Island.

Alex Garland, 14, did all the logistics 
as part of his Venture Level Award. This 
included all the paperwork, risk assessment, 
route planning and rationing for the group. 
Coast Guard Caloundra was asked for their 
assistance to take the scouts over to Bribie on 
Coast Guard 2.

Story and photo: John Gasparotto
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ORDER OF AUSTRALIA MEDAL 
AWARDED

QF5 Member and 
National Training 
Commodore Robin 
Hood was one of 856 
people recognised 
in the 2018 Queen’s 
Birthday Honours 
with the awarding of 
the Order of Australia 
Medal (AOM) in the 
General Division for 
his service to the 
community through 
marine rescue organisations.

Robin has been a member of AVCGA since 
1996. During his 21 years of membership, he has 
served as Commander at QF5 Noosa from 2004-
2009 and Sunshine Coast Squadron Commodore 
from 2010-2015. Robin was appointed National 
Training Commodore in 2013.

In 2016, Robin received the AVCGA 20 
Years Long Service Award. Other awards and 
recognition include a Certificate of Recognition 
for Gallant and Distinguished Service from the 
Queensland State Government in 2013 and an 
Australia Day Achievement Medallion from the 
Sunshine Coast Regional Council in 2007.

Congratulations Robin on receiving the 
OAM.

Julie Hartwig, Editor

BRISBANE WATER POLICE VISIT 
QF17

On Sunday 17th June, QF17 received a visit from 
the “Men in Black”, aka, the new police boat 
from Brisbane Water Police. QF17’s weekend 
duty Crew 1 were invited on board for a look 
around and were impressed with what they saw. 
Valued at over $1 million, the sinister-looking 
black RIB (devoid of Police markings) looks like 
something out of a James Bond movie. Needless 
to say, technical details were a bit thin on the 
ground, but there were three 350hp outboards 
hanging off the back of the 40ft vessel and it was 
tricked out with an impressive array of electronic 
gadgetry. It would appear that if you’re going 
to stray into the murky side of life on the water, 
you’re going to need a bigger boat to get away 
from these guys! 

Julie Hartwig, QF17

Above: Coxswain Dieter Voss checks out the helm.
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NOTICES TO MARINERS - MOOLOOLAH RIVER BAR

For those boaties going in and out of Mooloolaba through the Mooloolah River entrance, a topic of 
great interest recently has been the conditions at the river entrance caused by the northerly movement 
of sand, especially during bad weather.

Mooloolaba is a State Boat Harbour, used by commercial and recreational vessels and it is also the 
Pilot Station for ships entering and leaving the Port of Brisbane, meaning that it is essential to keep the 
entrance navigable. There are certain gazetted parameters for the port, including a minimum depth of 
2.5 metres at the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) on "The Leads" and in the main channel. The LAT for 
Mooloolaba is generally considered as being zero, which means that at the lowest predicted tide for the 
year there should be at least 2.5 metres of water to enter/leave Mooloolaba.

If the sand builds up and a Hydrographic Survey by Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ) identifies 
less than the required 2.5 metres, they issue a Notice to Mariners (NtM) to warn of the less than stated 
depths. Just as skippers should update their charts to account for navigation changes, they should also 
regularly check the MSQ website (https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/boating/notices) to see if there are 
NtMs current for their area of operation. NtMs for local Sunshine Coast waters are broadcast regularly by 
the respective Coast Guard Flotilla.

The following text explaining NtMs is taken from the MSQ website:
About Notices to Mariners
Maritime Safety Queensland circulates marine safety information to mariners, organisations and other 
interested parties as Notices to Mariners.

Notices to Mariners are updated overnight for: Central Queensland, Far North Queensland, North 
Queensland, South East Queensland, and Multiple areas in Queensland

Queensland Notices to Mariners are now in line with the Australian Hydrographic Service in 
regards to the type of notice being reported.

A Notice to Mariners is issued for the purpose of providing permanent navigation information—
generally this information will result 
in a chart correction.

A notice may be marked as 
Temporary (T) if the information will 
remain valid only for a limited time.

Advice notices will cover short 
term navigation advice and may 
include information on fireworks 
displays, aquatic events or similar.

The Australian Hydrographic 
Office of the Royal Australian Navy 
is the Commonwealth authority 
responsible for national chart 
production known as AUS Charts and 
the circulation of Australian Notices 
to Mariners that are distributed 
nationally and internationally. 
Information contained in the 
Queensland Notices is regularly 
reproduced in the Australian Notices. 
These notices are recognised as being 
an authoritative, accurate guide on 
marine charts.

Hopefully this information has 
removed the mystery about NtMs 
and will prompt you to check for 
new NtMs for your area of operation 
before proceeding out onto the 
water.

Ian Hunt, QF6

 DEPOT: 65 Enterprise St Kunda Park

 Mobile: 0418 713 493

 Kelly Green & Co

 CALOUNDRA - MAROOCHYDORE

 NOOSA - CABOOLTURE - BRIBIE ISLAND

 5445 4900
 ALL HOURS

 RIGGERS & DOGMEN

 GENERAL ENGINEERING

 CRANE  HIRE CRANE  HIRE

 www.kellygreencranes.com.au

 HYDRAULIC CRANES
 •  7.5 TONNE to 120 T
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 •  CRANE TRUCKS

 •  TILT PANEL ERECTION
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WIDE BAY BAR UPDATE

In March 2018, the Wide Bay Bar was 
resurveyed by Maritime Safety Queensland 
(MSQ). The findings indicate that there is 
extensive shoaling and migration of the 
outer bank in both northerly and southerly 
directions between QF17 CG Ref.1 and QF17 
CG Ref 2, on the centre line bearing for the 
Hook Point light (white, fixed by day) which 
is the recommended navigational aid for 
crossing the Wide Bay Bar. MSQ NtM 164 
indicates a minimum depth of 3.7 metres LAT 
on the outer edge. However, the latest survey 
indicates that the depth on the outer edge 
has reduced to less than 2.5 metres at LAT, 
thereby creating far from ideal conditions for 
crossing the bar on this track.

It is believed that the current Navionics 
and GPS cards show this track for crossing the 
bar. All the paper charts for the WBB crossing, 
including the Beacon to Beacon, are out of 
date and should not be used to cross WBB. 
At this time, QF17 Coast Guard Tin Can Bay 
is awaiting the issuing of a revised NtM from 
MSQ.

On Friday, 4th May, 2018, the WBB 
reportedly had 1 to 1.5 m swells breaking 
on the shallowest part at the outer edge, 
on the centreline to Hook Point light. In the 
afternoon on this day in these conditions, a 
vessel capsized on the WBB. The Police are 
investigating the incident. Our current advice to mariners is that these seas and heavier seas than those 
experienced on that day would make the crossing hazardous.

A number of vessels have crossed the WBB by an alternative track from the SE which avoids the 
shoaling on the outer edge. If the bar conditions on the outside edge (on the bearing to Hook Point) 
are anything but calm, Coast Guard Tin Can Bay advises that mariners should make an inbound crossing 
from the SE, starting at CG Temporary Ref 1 located at 25 47.8 S / 153 08 E to CG Temporary Ref 1a 
located at 25 46.9 S / 153 07 E. On 3rd May 2018, a vessel crossed the WBB outbound on this track and 
reported seeing depths not less than 5 metres.

If using this south east track, mariners are advised that the Hook Point light will NOT be visible 
until the vessel crosses the centre line bearing between CG Ref 1 and CG Ref 2. Vessels making inbound 
crossings from the SE may experience swells on the beam or aft quarter and in rough conditions, heavy, 
breaking seas will be observed on the South Spit. Mariners are advised to keep well clear of these 
breaking swells.

For mariners intending to cross the WBB (inbound and outbound), it is advised that the above 
information should be plotted on navigation equipment (both electronic and paper) before any attempt 
is made to cross the WBB. The advice that the best time to cross the WBB is slack water at high tide 
remains current.

Coast Guard Tin Can Bay continue to issue amended reference points for crossing the WBB. 
However, all mariners are advised that any reference points issued by Coast Guard Tin Can Bay are 
unofficial and are issued for guidance only. The decision to cross the WBB lies with a vessel’s master, who 
is ultimately responsible for the safe navigation of the vessel.

Mariners are also advised to obtain the latest bar condition information BEFORE attempting any 
crossing. It remains best practice to log on with Coast Guard Tin Can Bay on VHF 80 or VHF 16, or phone 
5486 4290 between 0600 -1800 daily for safety coverage whilst making bar crossings.

Jon Jones, Radio Section Officer, QF17
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THE WHALES ARE BACK!

If you have been viewing the "Coast Guard Mooloolaba QF6" Facebook page, you would have seen that 
one a QF6 member photographed a whale heading North off Moreton Island at the beginning of May. 
We are now into June and the whale season is well and truly upon us until the end of November, which 
means that skippers need to be on the lookout for these "mobile reefs" when boating offshore, or in 
areas where the whales come to breed (eg Hervey Bay).

Apart from watching out for these behemoths of the deep when heading to your favourite fishing 
spot, there are also some rules that skippers must obey around whales to avoid a fine. The key points to 
remember are:
• Keep a sharp lookout for whales and whale watchers.
• Slow down or stop to see which direction the whales are 

travelling.
• Do NOT approach from directly in front or behind.
• Stay at least 100 metres away (jetskis 300 metres).
• If there are three or more boats at 100 metres, stay 300 

metres away.
• A person cannot be in, or enter the water, within 100 metres 

of a whale.
• If possible stay on the landward side of the whale(s).

In addition to these rules, skippers need to be aware that 
a permanent declaration has been put in place for the white 
humpback whale known as "Migaloo" and any humpback 
whales that are greater than 90% white in colour. For these 
whales the no approach zone 
extends to 500 metres for boats.

If a whale shows signs 
of disturbance, for example by 
acting in an aggressive manner or 
changing its breathing patterns, a 
boat must withdraw beyond the 
caution zone at a speed that is not 
more than 6 knots and does not 
create a wake.

The Queensland Department 
of Environment and Heritage 
Protection advises to report an 
injured, sick or dead whale to 
RSPCA Qld on 1300 ANIMAL (1300 
264 625).

Ian Hunt, QF6

A Message to Our Readers ... Please Support our Advertisers
The Australian Volunteer Coast Guard Association is a volunteer marine rescue organisation 

committed to saving lives at sea.
AVCGA flotillas in the Sunshine Coast region receive minimal government funding and 
must engage in constant fundraising activities to keep our rescue vessels on the water, 

train our volunteer personnel and operate our rescue bases.
The support of local and regional businesses is an essential part of our fundraising 
activities. When you shop at any of our advertisers, please tell them you saw their 

advertisement in Coast Guard Rescue Sunshine Coast. 
Please support our advertisers because their support ensures the continuation of AVCGA’s 

rescue services to boating communities on the Sunshine Coast.
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Compiled by Julie Hartwig - Editor

Left: Plastic consumerism ... most of this plastic will end up in 
landfill, or worse, in the ocean.

According to the Australian Marine Conservation Society, there’s a silent killer lurking throughout 
the world’s oceans. It’s called Plastic and “it’s on a beach and floating in an ocean near you”. This 
may sound melodramatic, but plastic is woven into the fabric of modern life and you don’t have 

to scratch too deeply to uncover a wealth of evidence supporting the AMCS’s claim.
According to Professor Andrew Holmes, an emeritus professor at the University of Melbourne and 

a polymer chemist who has developed special plastics for flat screen TVs and solar cells, “No one in their 
daily life within a period of 10 minutes isn’t touching something made of plastic.” 

That’s an alarming, but true fact. Plastic is used in everything from computer keyboards, to pens, 
glasses and contact lenses, the Teflon on frying pans, and bank notes. It’s in your clothes, phone, car, 
mattress, furniture and TV screen. But for all the benefits plastic has given us, disposing of plastic 
products - especially those designed for single-use such as food packaging - has become a major 
environmental issue.

Let’s face it. We live in a single-use society and our consumption of these items is closely aligned 
with the attitude that if it’s broken, we don’t fix it anymore, we buy new stuff. The downside of this is that 
the items we throw away often end up in landfill … which ultimately ends up in the oceans that surround 

our island continent. According to Professor Holmes, 
“The oceans are full of waste because humans have 
disposed of it carelessly.”

According to the website 4Ocean, poor 
rubbish management by the Waste Management 
Department in many regions of the world is why 
such large quantities of waste end up in the oceans.

In Ghana, a state in Africa, the Waste 
Management Department is currently capable of 
collecting only 60% of the waste generated daily. 
The rest is dumped in open spaces, surface drains, 
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and into bodies of water. This is a prime example of how even when rubbish is properly disposed in 
appropriate containers and it is collected and brought to a landfill, waste still finds its way, whether 
directly or indirectly, into the oceans.

Another cause is the human race’s love affair with plastic. In 2017, 5 trillion plastic bags were 
produced worldwide, of which 5 million made their way into the ocean either indirectly due to poor 
waste management, or directly by human littering. Additionally, less than 1% of these used plastic bags 
are properly recycled. This is why plastic is the number one and most serious source of pollution in the 
ocean.

My social media news feeds have recently seen a notable increase in posts about waste 
management and in particular, global marine pollution caused by single-use plastic waste. But just how 
big is the problem? What happens once plastic goes into the ocean? What can we - as individuals - do 
about such a far-reaching, global problem?
How Much Plastic Goes into the Oceans?
According to the most comprehensive study of plastic pollution conducted 
to date, around 8 million tonnes of plastic went into the ocean in 2010. 
The international study calculated that 192 nations produced a total of 275 
million tons of plastic waste, most of which was produced by China (3.52 
million tons), followed by Indonesia, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Vietnam.

Australia, which didn’t rate in the top 20 polluters, contributed 
less than 0.01 million tons. But according to a study conducted by Dr 
Chris Wilcox from the CSIRO’s Ocean and Atmosphere Flagship, that still 
added up to 13,888 tons of litter per year and a quarter of that found its 
way into Australia’s waterways. With global plastic production increasing 
exponentially, the amount of plastic finding its way into the ocean will get much bigger. According to Dr 
Wilcox, “Current estimates are that plastic production doubles every 11 years. In other words, between 
now and 2028, we will produce as much plastic as we produced from the 1950’s until now.”

In January 2017, research indicated that every minute one garbage truck of plastic waste was 
emptied into the ocean. Is this the right way to treat a resource that covers 70% of the Earth’s surface 
and is the backbone of human existence on the planet?

Researchers believe there is already more plastic waste in the oceans than plankton - the primary 
food source for many marine animals - and they estimate that by 2050, the world’s oceans will contain 
more plastic than fish. If you’re a recreational fisher, this should concern you.
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How Long Does Plastic Last?
Plastic is leaving a long legacy. Traditional petrochemical plastics are made to be strong and durable 
so it takes a long time to break down. The rate at which this occurs depends on the type of plastic and 
the conditions it is exposed to. In the natural environment, the main things that break down plastics are 
sunlight, oxygen and water. 

According to Dr Wilcox, “Plastic exposed to physical abrasion and sunlight will break down faster 
than plastic buried in sediment in an estuary. You also have to consider the thickness and density of 
the plastic, and whether it has UV stabilisers. For example, dense monofilament fishing line could last 
for up to 600 years, whereas a thin plastic bag getting bashed around in the surf could last just a few 
months. However, even if that bag breaks down over six months or a year, it could still have a significant 
environmental impact during that time.”
Where Does Plastic Go Once in the Ocean?
While on land, facilities are available to dispose of plastic waste, which to a certain degree contains the 
problem. But once plastic is in the ocean, there are no rubbish bins, no garbage trucks, no recycling 
plants. The latest figures estimate that there is around 275,000 tons of plastic in the ocean. That’s 
equivalent to the weight of 1,300 Blue Whales, the largest animal on Earth. This amount is nowhere 
near the estimated 8 billion tonnes that went into the oceans in 2010 alone, but what happens to the 
“missing” plastic is a puzzle that researchers are grappling with. According to Dr Wilcox, “The figures 
indicate that around 40 times the plastic that’s in the ocean is going in every year, so there’s a lot of 
plastic that has to be going somewhere else.”

Plastic is widespread in the open ocean, but it is particularly concentrated in rotating currents of 
water called Gyres. These gyres rotate clockwise in the Northern hemisphere and anticlockwise in the 
Southern hemisphere - and tend to concentrate debris in specific locations (think of the vortex that 
appears in the middle of your cup when you stir your coffee). 

There are five main ocean gyres located in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. It is estimated 
that 70% of the debris found in gyres is plastic and they’re growing ever larger by the day. The largest 
and best known of these is the North Pacific Gyre, otherwise known as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. 

Located between the Hawaiian Islands and the west coast of the United States, there is nothing 
“great” about this swirling mass of rubbish that covers 2.7 million square kilometres and is growing in 
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size by the day. This ocean gyre has become so filled with waste that it is visible from space. Why here? 
The Great Pacific Patch has the strongest currents of all the five ocean gyres. Unfortunately, most of the 
marine waste from around the world travels here through currents and gets sucked into the swirling 
mass where it remains. And the most common type of waste found in this swirling vortex? You guessed 
it - plastic.

As for the “missing” plastic, there’s evidence that some of these particles settle on the sea floor. 
Scientists have found evidence of microplastics in deep sea sediment samples taken from the Atlantic 
Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea and the Indian Ocean. Missing plastic could also be located in coastal 
regions. 

“The gyres may have a fair bit of plastic in them,” says Dr Wilcox, “but the coastal margin probably 
has much more.” 

An analysis of waters around Australia found that on average, they contained around 4,000 
microplastic fragments per square kilometre. Some hotspots had concentrations of around 15,000 to 
23,000 fragments. The majority of these fragments 
came from plastic packaging such as cups, bottles, 
bags and notably, fishing gear. These findings 
suggest that coastal pollution is an even greater 
problem than open ocean pollution because the 
number of marine species in the coastal margin is 
much higher than out in the ocean gyres.
Plastic and Marine Animals
Once plastic enters the world’s oceans, the biggest 
sufferers of its presence are marine animals - whales, 
dolphins, fish, turtles, seals, penguins, seabirds, etc. 

“Research shows that getting entangled in 
plastic is the biggest issue,” said Dr Wilcox. “Animals 
get wrapped up in monofilament fishing lines 
and fishing nets, plastic bags, balloons and plastic 
straps.” His research estimates that each year, 
between 5,000 and 15,000 sea turtles are entangled 
in derelict fishing gear washing ashore in Northern 
Australia alone. Entrapment of this nature leads 
to suffocation and starvation and without human 
intervention, usually death.

The second biggest issue is the impact of 
eating plastic. It is estimated that 90% of seabirds 
consume plastic in their diets. Like entrapment, 
ingesting plastic also leads to starvation and without 
human intervention, eventually death because 
the plastics can cause blockages of the gut or 
perforation of the intestines. The space for normal 

Above, top: A seal trapped in a mat of plastic pollution. 
Photo credit: Nels Israelson/Flickr.
Above: Turtles often mistake plastic bags for jellyfish, a 
mistake that can be lift-threatening.
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food is reduced, resulting in changed feeding behaviour. The animal’s energy levels drop which often 
results in starvation and death. Plastic ingestion can also cause toxic chemicals such as phthalates - a 
plasticiser that affects the hormone system - to leach into the animal. Researchers can predict how much 
plastic is in a seabird’s stomach be measuring how much phthalate is in its fat.

While we humans easily recognise plastic and would never eat it, sadly our marine animal friends 
are easily fooled when they’re hunting for food. Microplastics and microbeads are often mistaken for 
fish eggs. Turtles often mistake floating plastic bags for jellyfish. Large marine mammals such as whales 
scoop up large quantities of ocean water when feeding on plankton. If there’s plastic particles, fragments 
or waste present, it gets scooped up, too, and ends up in the whale’s stomach. When a dead whale 
recently washed up on a beach in Europe, marine biologists performing a post mortem found 80 plastic 
bags in its stomach. 

A study of seabirds on Lord Howe Island revealed that 100% of Flesh-
footed Shearwater chicks had plastic in their stomachs. Research into the 
findings revealed that parent birds are “catching” the plastic floating in the 
ocean believing it is food and returning to their nests and feeding it to their 
chicks. One chick was found to have more than 275 pieces of plastic in its 
stomach - that’s the equivalent to an average human ingesting 10kg of 
plastic!

When we see land animals afflicted by strangulation and starvation, 
outrage usually results in action. Unfortunately, when it happens to animals 
in the ocean, it’s out of sight and therefore the cause and its consequences 
are often out of mind.

Research has also shown that fish and even zooplankton - some of the smallest creatures on Earth 
- are consuming more microplastic. While the full impact of microplastics on the marine environment is 
not fully understood, the risk to human health has been identified. Research is indicating that there is a 
real danger that pollutants in marine litter which is readily ingested by species throughout the marine 
food chain may be passed up to food chain to human consumers. So when you haul in the “catch of 
the day” on your next fishing trip, spare a thought for what that fish has been eating while it’s been 
swimming around the ocean. You may be getting your RDI of Omega 3 oils, but you could also be 
getting a “side” of microplastics that you didn’t order! 
What Can You Do?
Managing plastic waste of the magnitude it has now grown to may seem an insurmountable task. It’s not 
just a household problem. It’s a local community problem; it’s a state and national problem, it’s a global 
problem and waste management efforts must be made at every level - individuals, communities, retailers, 
manufacturers and governments.

“The solution to marine pollution is on land,” says Dr Wilcox. “It has to do with changing our supply 
chains around packaging, how we use packaging, and how we dispose of packaging. The main problem 
is how cheap plastic is. If plastic had a fee or deposit associated with it, we would produce and consume 
less.”

Where container deposit schemes have been implemented, the amount of drink containers in the 
environment has reduced by 60%. This is a significant outcome because beverage containers make up 

40% of waste in the environment.

Above: A Hutton’s Shearwater chick suffers the fatal 
consequences of ingesting a large quantity of plastic.

Above: Cleaning up a beach polluted with plastic waste may 
appear to be an insurmountable task.
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Individuals can also make an 
impact by assessing their own plastic 
consumption - develop an awareness 
for how the food you purchase is 
packaged and how that packaging is 
disposed. Where possible, people should 
be making choices about how plastic 
impacts their homes and recreation - do 
a double take on that takeaway coffee 
and plan ahead so you don’t have to buy 
food and beverages in single-use plastic 
containers and bottles. 

In the meantime, recycling remains 
the best strategy to combat waste. 
According to Professor Holmes, “Plastic 
waste in the oceans is disastrous for 
marine and bird life. The human race has 
to avoid disposal of this waste in ways 
that enable it to enter drains, rivers and eventually the ocean.”

Consumer awareness of the issues surrounding waste management and marine pollution is 
growing. So when you go out boating or fishing, remember to bring your rubbish back with you to 
dispose of in a responsible manner and leave only footprints (or a boat wake).

Above: Plastic waste on the shore at the ship breakers yard in Myanmar.

Sources: 
Australian Marine Conservation Society: https://www.marineconservation.org.au/pages/ocean-plastic-
pollution.html
ABC News/Science: http://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2017-02-27/plastic-and-plastic-waste-
explained/8301316 
All About Water Filters: http://all-about-water-filters.com/australia-water-pollution-problem-marine-
coastal/ 
4Ocean: https://4ocean.com/blogs/blog/how-much-trash-is-in-our-ocean 

Pollution Facts: Did You Know …
1. Land pollution makes up over 80% of all marine and fresh water pollution in Australia.
2. Almost one third of all plastic marine water pollution in Australia is in the form of drink bottles. 

Australians consume almost 14 billion plastic soft drink, water and other beverage containers each 
year. Less than half this number end up in recycling facilities, and the rest ends up in landfill or 
worse, left as litter in and around the ocean and beaches.

3. Australian households use an estimated 6.9 billion plastic bags each year. Of these bags, almost 
37,000 tons ends up in landfill, which works out to around 4,000 bags per minute.

4. The King River in western Tasmania is the most polluted water course in Australia, due largely to 
the activities of the local mining industry. For decades, this river was used primarily for dumping 
wastes produced during mining activities around Queenstown. This led to a build-up of copper 
in the water supply, which in turn made the water too acidic to sustain life. Until 1995, 1.5 million 
tons of sulphides and metallic water were dumped into the King River every year. The King River 
flows into the Southern Ocean south of Strahan … go figure the rest.

5. Upwards of 85% of Australian households contribute to water pollution by improperly disposing 
of garbage and waste. Batteries, medication and drugs and many different types of chemicals are 
disposed of in regular garbage collections instead of specialty dumping facilities. This results in 
these items sitting in landfill, contributing to toxic runoff, which eventually ends up in the ocean.

6. A single square kilometre of ocean surrounding Australia is contaminated with an estimated 4,000 
small fragments of microplastic. Combined, these fragments do a lot of environmental damage in 
a short time by bringing toxicity to ocean water that is already polluted with plastic waste.

7. 85% of all marine birds in Australia are impacted in some way by marine plastic pollution by either 
entanglement in plastics, poisoning by plastic toxicity or killed by swallowing plastics they believe 
to be food.
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Words Jon Jones - Leading Coxswain, QF17

Following on from the “how to” pictorial on 
docking your vessel which was published 
in the Summer 2017/18 edition, this issue, 

we look at the knots and spliced ropes used to 
secure your vessel to the dock.

As we learned in the docking article, a 
forward spring should be the first rope used 
when docking your vessel. A forward spring 
should consist of a length of rope suitable for the 
length of your vessel, with a soft eye spliced into 
one end. 
How to make an Eye Splice

Step 2: Unlay the bitter end sufficient to enable six tucks to be 
made into the lay of the standing part.

Step 3: Open up the lay 
in the standing part for 
the first tuck.

Step 4: First tuck 
completed.

Step 5: Second tuck.

Step 6: Third tuck 
completed.

Step 7: Repeat steps 4, 5 and 6 until all tucks are completed 
- usually 6 - to give a finished eye splice. Note that the size of 
the initial bight defines the size of the finished eye. For use as 
a spring line, a large eye is recommended.
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Tying a Cleat Hitch 
A cleat hitch should be used when tying off to a 
horn cleat on a vessel or on a dock.

Tying a Bowline
In instances where a soft eye is not large enough 
(e.g., tying up to large timber piles), you may 
need to quickly tie a bowline in the rope to be 
used for a mooring line.

Step 1: Make a round turn around the cleat, ensuring that the 
bitter end of the rope crosses over the top of the standing part.

Step 2: Loop the bitter end over the cleat starting a “figure 
eight”.

Step 3: Complete the “figure eight” with a half hitch (locking 
turn).

Cleat hitch without locking turn: Where the cleat hitch 
may take a heavy load, do not lock off with a half hitch, but 
loop a second “figure eight” around the cleat horn and finish 
with a half turn. This is often used on yachts where a halyard 
is left loaded on a winch.

Dipping the Eye 
If there is already a line on a pile or large bollard, 
you may have to 
dip the eye of 
your mooring line. 
To dip the eye, pass 
your mooring line up 
through the eye/s of 
the line/s already on 
the bollard and place 
over the top of the 
bollard. This ensures 
that the other line/s 
can be removed 
without disturbing 
your line.

The finished bowline: The bight of the bowline should be 
large enough to fit over a pile or large bollard.
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The iconic Bay to Bay Trailer Yacht Race was held for the 38th time over the May long weekend. This 
race starts at Tin Can Bay and ends at Hervey Bay, hence the name. Organised by the Hervey Bay 
Sailing Club, this race attracts entries from NSW and Victoria as well as from all over Queensland.
This year, the event attracted 119 starters, and while numbers are slowly diminishing over the years, 

it is still one of the largest sailing events in Australia by numbers of entries and participants.
QF21 Coast Guard Sandy Straits, along with QF17 Tin Can Bay and VMR Hervey Bay, were again 

asked by the event organisers to escort the race participants along the course, to help ensure the safety 
of all boats and crews. QF21 provided Pride of Maryborough and Jupiter One keeping watch in the area 
between Kauri Creek to Garry’s Anchorage on Saturday, and Pride of Maryborough to track the race from 
Garry’s Anchorage to McKenzies Jetty on Sunday.

Words Dianne Pryor - Social Media & Marketing Officer, QF21 | Stuart Pryor - Crew Member on 
RL24 Hartbeat & Volunteer at QF21

Above: The fleet heading north up the Great Sandy Strait towards Garry’s Anchorage on Saturday.
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The Saturday race started in light conditions, with the wind finally filling out to around 12 knots 
shortly after the start. Spinnakers were soon set after passing Carlo Creek and a magnificent colourful 
sight of small yachts made for an enjoyable day. The only incident to note on Saturday, was a lost rudder 
which was soon found and re-attached.

At the end of Saturday’s race the boats retired to Garry’s Anchorage for the night. While finding 
anchorages, the fleet was hit by a squally shower with the wind continuing to build with showers 
throughout the night which resulted in many of the rafted-up competitors having to break into smaller 
groups after dragging anchor. However, it takes a lot to dampen the enthusiasm for partying among 
this lot of racing sailors. This race is held for mere “honour and glory” and while racing is serious, the 
camaraderie of the Saturday floating party is legendary.

Coast Guard QF21 crew aboard Pride 
of Maryborough were at the ramp at 6:00 am 
on Sunday morning to head over to Garry’s 
Anchorage for the second day of racing. The 
race crews were roused after a rough night and 
headed out to the course for a 7:30 am start. 
With a dramatic change in the weather, all awoke 
to a cold morning with a brisk southerly and 
persistent showers.

The race started in blowy conditions, which 
saw a few beached vessels and one vessel holed 
in the bow that required an escort by Pride of 
Maryborough until VMR Hervey Bay could take 
over and get the vessel safely to Hervey Bay.

As the race progressed, the winds dropped 
considerably resulting in a slow passage through 
Sheridan Flats. As VMR Hervey Bay took charge of the race, Pride of Maryborough left the fleet at 
McKenzies Jetty and headed for Tuan. Although the waters were calm heading to Garry Anchorage, the 
crew had a bumpy and wet trip crossing the Straits from Stewart Island to the Tuan boat ramp.

As the fleet headed past the Picnic Islands, Mother Nature started to do her worst as a frontal 
system arrived with 30-knot winds and even stronger gusts, causing havoc blowing against the incoming 
tide and creating 2-metre waves.

There were several broken masts, broken booms and other gear failures. A few boats also capsized, 
or lost crew overboard who were picked up out of the water by the rescue boats. At the end of the day, 
over 30 competitors retired from the race to head for the shelter of the Hervey Bay marina complex.

The worst of all was the sinking of the Tin Can Bay Yacht Club’s training vessel Tatjana, a Status 580 
which capsized, sank and has not been recovered. Fortunately, the crew were rescued and safely returned 
to shore.

Sailors are a hardy lot. They will no doubt be back for next year’s 39th race. QF21 and the partner 
rescue organisations will also be there, hoping for a more subdued and sunny event that often typifies 
the Bay to Bay trailer yacht race.

Above: Racing on Sunday provided plenty of challenging 
conditions.

Above and right: One of the last sightings of TCBYC’s sail training vessel Tatjana before it capsized and sank near Little Woody 
Island.
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Our Gold Saturday crew had just settled in for the morning briefing when we received a shout 
from the radio room that a vessel was sinking with 2 POB. We quickly put to sea with only a 
vague description of its location of 11 nautical miles south east of Point Cartwright. The target 

vessel was a 4.2 metre aluminium tinnie vessel, which had no radio and only a mobile phone for 
communication. This was a small boat to locate in a 
large ocean, but he was said to be slowly making his 
way back towards Mooloolaba while bailing at the 
same time.

While proceeding at best speed to the area, 
we had all available crew on lookout, as well as 
using the radar to locate any sign of the vessel. 
Our efforts to contact him by phone were met with 
“please leave a message”. We now did not know if 
we were looking for a boat or if it had sunk and we 
were looking for two persons floating in the water.

A radio message came through that the police 
had been able to contact them and that they had 
been told to activate their EPIRB. Ah that was good 
news, for we have a radio direction finder on our 
boat and now we would be able to go straight to 
them using the EPIRB's transmission. However, this 
effort proved futile as no signal was being received 
by us. As it later turned out, no signal was being 
received by AMSA in Canberra either, even though 
there were satellites overhead at the time. We 
continued on our original course.

Sometime later, an orange distress flare was 
seen at some distance away on our port side. We 
quickly altered course and made straight for it. The 
vessel was soon located still afloat much to the relief 
of both crews. We passed over a bilge pump to help 
keep them afloat and secured a tow line to start the 
trip home. The bilge pump was more than able to 
keep up with the inflow of water and the return trip 
was uneventful.

During the time that both vessels were side 
by side, we noted that their EPIRB aerial had not been deployed and that it had not been floating in the 
water. It needs the water to act as a signal reflector to the satellite to be wholly effective. However, we 
subsequently found out a further reason for no signal was that the EPIRB was two years out of date and 
had a flat battery.

Well, there were a couple of lessons there. Check all your gear for serviceability. Electronic 
equipment on the water needs special attention. If your mobile phone is your only form of 
communication, install a free App. that gives your Latitude and Longitude. Should you be the one that 
needs our assistance, it can make our job so much easier to find you knowing your exact position.

Before proceeding to sea all skippers should check their equipment serviceability, and ensure that 
all relevant safety equipment such as EPIRBs, flares and inflatable lifejackets are within their expiry dates. 
It is also vital that EPIRBs are registered with AMSA and are updated every two years.

Above: Mooloolaba Rotary Rescue’s track to the sinking 
tinnie.

Above: Safely home entering the Mooloolah River.

Words Nev Collins - Gold Saturday Crew, QF6
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Words Alan Hingston - Coxswain, QF4   |   Photos Joe Allen - Commander, QF4

At 1600 hours on April 18, QF4 received a call to assist a Caloundra Cruise vessel that had become 
entangled with mooring lines attached to a dredge vessel moored off Golden Beach, close to the 
permanent mooring of a local vessel. The cruise vessel had no steerage as the dredge lines had 

wrapped around their propeller. They had deployed an anchor from their stern, and were holding the 
stern into a strong outgoing tide. The vessel had been in this position for some time until the call was 
made to QF4 for assistance.

The call went out to the duty crew, Echo, and they assembled at base. The crew consisted of 
coxswain Alan Hingston, coxswain 2 Glen Wall, CC Kay Kirwan, CC Maree Lynch and CC Trevor Lynch.

As it was the bottom of the tide, the decision was taken to launch Coast Guard 2, as it was the most 
suitable vessel to assist the cruise boat back to its berth at Pelican Waters Tavern.

On arriving on scene, the cruise boat was found to contain its crew and approximately 12 paying 
passengers, who were happy to see Coast Guard 2 coming to help them.

With a strong outgoing tide flowing and the vessel was moored stern into this tide, the decision 
was made to come alongside with Coast Guard 2’s bow into the strong tide. When moored alongside, 
the tow rope was attached, and with lines still attached, Coast Guard 2 moved forward to allow the crew 
on the cruise boat to let go their buoyed anchor. As our vessel moved forward, the cruise boat fell astern 
attached to a short tow line. This tow line was required, due to the close proximity of both the anchored 
dredge and a permanently moored vessel.

With the tow underway, the decision was made to put the disabled vessel in a beam tow when we 
reached the vicinity of the Power Boat Club, and the crew made lines ready for this. Unfortunately, when 
we approached the entrance to the canal, the wind proved too strong to control the disabled vessel, 
which has a very large cabin with a viewing deck on top that creates a large windage area.

A decision was taken to proceed with the short tow into the canal and under the road bridge. 
When reaching the open area in the canal, a beam tow was affected. This operation was difficult to 
undertake as the wind was still very strong, making it difficult to control the disabled vessel. The lack of 
suitable cleats onboard the cruise vessel also made it difficult to enable the crew on Coast Guard 2 tie 
off on. After some excellent work by our 
crew, the distressed vessel was eventually 
maneuvered under the second road bridge 
and with instructions from our crew, 
the distressed vessel was returned to its 
pontoon at the Tavern and safely moored.

After being verbally thanked by both 
passengers and crew we returned to our 
base, and our vessel was retrieved, washed 
down and rehoused ready for service again.

Afterwards, Alan Hingston said, “As 
the skipper of Coast Guard 2, I 
would like to congratulate all the 
crew and the radio operator who 
took part in this assist for their 
performance and the professional 
way in which they presented 
themselves during a very difficult 
assist; a credit to QF4. All the 
training has paid off.”

Above: Coast Guard 2 towing Caloundra Cruise vessel back to its pontoon..
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On the afternoon of Sunday 25 March, the superyacht De Lisle III was escorted across the Wide 
Bay Bar after a short stopover in Tin Can Bay. She was heading to Gold Coast City Marina for an 
extensive refit.

Cooloola Rescue III, with Crew 1 on duty (Coxswain Jon Jones), travelled to Inskip Point where De 
Lisle III lay at anchor. The superyacht’s captain and one crew member came on board CRIII which took 
them over the bar prior to their crossing so they could get a feel for the bar geography. Conditions on 
the day were very “average”.

Once satisfied with what the bar was offering, 
CRIII returned to De Lisle III and stood by until the 
vessel had safely passed reference point 3 and were 
happy to continue alone through the bar.

About De Lisle III
Superyachts of this size, luxury and value are a 
rare sight in Tin Can Bay. While the crew of CRIII 
never got the opportunity to go on board De 
Lisle III, the vessel is in commercial survey and 
regularly cruises the Queensland Coast.

De Lisle III is a 137ft/42m custom motor 
yacht, built in 2008 by Gulf Craft. She was 
last refitted in 2014. The luxury superyacht’s 
sophisticated exterior design, styling and 
engineering are the work of Mulder Design. The 

Below: QF17’s Cooloola Rescue III heads out over the Wide 
Bay Bar with De Lisle III’s captain, leaving the superyacht at 
anchor at Inskip Point.
Right: De Lisle III commences the bar crossing.

Words & Photos Chris Appenzeller - Crew 1, QF17

Caloundra BUDGET TYRES
& MECHANICAL

15 Daniel St, Caloundra Qld 4551

• New & Secondhand Tyres
 All Major Brands
• Wheel Alignment • Brakes
• All 4WD Tyres & Mags

PH: 5491 5504
        Fax: 5438 2188
Email: caloundrabudgettyres@gmail.com

www.caloundrabudgettyres.com.au
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yacht’s interior was designed by Sam Sorgiovanni and features timeless styling, beautiful furnishings and 
sumptuous seating throughout, creating an elegant and comfortable atmosphere on board.

De Lisle III has impressive leisure and entertainment facilities and features four levels of six-star 
luxury, including an open air deck Jacuzzi, two large indoor lounge areas, a gym and exercise equipment, 
on board Wifi and air conditioning throughout. The interior layout sleeps up to 9 guests in 4 cabins, 
including a master suite, 1 VIP stateroom, 1 double cabin, 1 double/twin cabin and 1 twin cabin. These 
features and facilities make De Lisle III the ideal charter yacht for socialising and entertaining with family 
and friends.

Under charter, De Lisle III comes with a skilled and attentive crew of 7, including an experienced 
captain, an engineer, first mate, 2 stewardesses, a deck hand and a chef, all there to ensure passengers 
have a relaxed luxury superyacht experience.

De Lisle III has a semi-displacement hull, which like the superstructure is built of GRP. She features 
at anchor stablilisers which work at zero speed, increasing on board comfort at anchor and on rough 
seas.

De Lisle III’s cruising itinerary offers 7 and 10 days cruises around the Whitsundays, Port Douglas 
and Lizard Island. So, if you’re looking for a charter yacht for your next coastal cruising holiday, De Lisle III 
can be yours for $125,000 per week plus expenses.
More information: http://www.delisle3.com/

Specifications
Length:137ft/42m
Beam: 24ft/7.54m
Draft: 7.22ft/2.2m
Gross Tonnage: 220 
Tonnes
Cruising Speed: 10 
knots
Top Speed: 15 knots
Fuel Bunkerage: 
33,500L
Range: 2,000nm
Builder: Gulf Craft
Built: 2008

Battery Care and Maintenance
As we all know, maintenance is an important part of owning a boat. However, 
we tend to neglect the battery. Without a fully charged, reliable battery, a day on 
the water can lead to disaster. Below are some pointers to maintain your battery.

• Keep top of battery clean and dry
• Battery terminals should be kept clean and tight
• Check that the battery is securely fastened as battery plates can be damaged by excessive 

vibration
• If accessible type of battery, ensure water levels are correct after charging. Do not overfill or add 

when battery is discharged
• Use only an automotive cut off battery charger and recharge after use even if the motor has a 

charging system
If more information is required on battery maintenance, please contact: 

The Wise Old Owl at Battery Wise Sunshine Coast
5437 6799   /   5 Main Drive, Warana 4575 
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Above: Would you trust this rusty piece of chain to hold your 
pride and joy on it’s trailer?

Top: The Hospital ship Centaur leaving Sydney. 
Photo courtesy Australian War Memorial.
Left: While the wreath laying ceremony was taking place on 
shore at Centaur Park, Caloundra Rescue was preparing to place 
its wreath at sea.
Above: Trevor and Maree Lynch lay the wreath at sea on board 
Caloundra Rescue.

Words & Photos John Gasparotto - Editor, QF4

14 May 2018 marked the 75th anniversary of the sinking 
of the Australian Hospital Ship (AHS) Centaur. On that 
day in 1943, Centaur was en route from Sydney to Cairns 

when sunk by a Japanese submarine south of Moreton Island. Of the 332 people on board, only 64 
survived.

Coast Guard Caloundra was asked by Caloundra RSL if they would participate in a solemn 
ceremony to mark that anniversary by placing a wreath at sea near Centaur Park in Caloundra while the 
on-shore service was conducted.

Caloundra Rescue, crewed by members of Echo crew, took part and the honour of laying the wreath 
was given to Maree and Trevor Lynch. Maree’s family knew one of the victims of the sinking.

Centaur was a merchant vessel built in Scotland on the Clyde River and launched in 1924. She 
carried a mixed cargo of passengers and freight and was employed on a run between Fremantle, Western 
Australia, and Singapore. When the war began, she was placed under the government's control. In 
November 1941, Centaur was one of the ships used in the search for HMAS Sydney, and found a lifeboat 
with survivors from the German raider Kormoran.

With Japan's entry into the war and the 
subsequent fighting in Papua during 1942, Centaur 
was converted into a hospital ship with the aim 
of ferrying patients between Port Moresby and 
Townsville. Her conversion began in January 1943 
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and was completed two months later.
Now the 2/3rd AHS Centaur, the vessel had a 

fully equipped operating theatre and dental surgery, 
and could carry 252 patients. She was clearly marked 
as a hospital ship.

Centaur kept her civilian crew, but her medical 
staff were all members of the Army: The men were 
from the Australian Army Medical Corps and the 
women were from the Australian Army Nursing 
Service.

Centaur only completed two voyages with 
patients, before she began her ill-fated third and 
final voyage.

In the early afternoon of 12 May, Centaur 
steamed from Sydney for Cairns carrying members 
of the 2/12th Field Ambulance. Shortly after 4 am on 
14 May, while most people were asleep, a torpedo 
struck her port side, hitting the oil fuel tank which 
ignited in a massive explosion. Many of those on board not killed in the explosion or fire, were trapped 
as the ship started to go down bow first, and then broke in two. Centaur sank in just three minutes.

The survivors were at sea for a day and half before they were rescued. The ship's crew and medical 
staff suffered heavily, as did the 2/12th Field Ambulance - 178 men, from a total of 193, died. It was the 
nurses though, who suffered the worst. Of the 12 nurses on board only one, Sister Nell Savage, survived.

Although badly hurt herself, Sister Savage concealed her injures and gave what help she could to 
the other survivors. After sharks circled their raft and when ships and planes passed without seeing them, 
a sing-along was organised to help keep up their spirits. For her "conspicuous gallantry", Sister Savage 
was awarded a George Medal.

The loss of the Centaur deeply shocked Australia, and for many Australians she became a symbol 
of the determination to win the war. The attack on a clearly marked and illuminated hospital ship was 
taken as further proof that Australia was fighting against a brutal enemy.

Above: Sister Savage being treated for her injuries. 
Photo courtesy Australian War Memorial.
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The whole idea of finding a message in a bottle hints at connections to history - who threw the 
bottle overboard? Which ship were they on? How long has the bottle been drifting on the world’s 
ocean currents? Playing right into this mystique is the discovery of the oldest known message in a 

bottle, which was recently found on a beach in Western Australia.
Let’s face it. To find an old bottle washed up on the beach, to open it and read a message from a 

far off land and time is a discovery we’d all like to make. But what if the bottle you found proved to be 
the oldest-known message in a bottle? That’s what happened to the Illman family from Perth.

After becoming bogged on a beach just north of Wedge Island, 180 km north of Perth, Tonya 
Illman was walking over sand dunes when she noticed an object sticking out of the sand.

‘It just looked like a lovely old bottle,’ she said of her discovery. ‘So I picked it up thinking it might 
look good in my bookcase.’

But when her son’s girlfriend tipped the 
sand out of the bottle, a damp, rolled up piece 
of paper, tied with string fell out, and Tonya 
realised she might have discovered something 
more than just an old bottle containing a 
message.

Tonya said, ‘We took it home and dried 
it out, and when we opened it, we saw it was 
a printed form, in German, with very faint 
German handwriting on it.’

The message, dated 12 June, 1886, said 
the bottle had been thrown overboard from 
the German sailing barque Paula, at a position 
950km from the Western Australian coast. 

The Illman family conducted their own 

Words Charlotte Hamlyn

Above: The form filled out as part of a German experiment to 
understand ocean currents has proven to be the world’s oldest-known 
message in a bottle. Photo: Kym Illman.
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research online which convinced them they were 
either victims of an elaborate hoax had or they 
had made a historically significant discovery. The 
research revealed that between 1864 and 1933, 
thousands of bottles were thrown overboard 
from German ships as part of an experiment 
by the German Naval Observatory to better 
understand global ocean currents. Each bottle 
contained a form on which the captain would 
write the date, the ship's coordinates and details 
about its route.

On the back, the messages asked the finder 
to write when and where the bottle had been 
found and return it, either to the German Naval 
Observatory in Hamburg or the nearest German 
Consulate.

The Illmans took their bottle and its 
message to the Western Australian Museum.  
Assistant curator of Maritime Archaeology Ross 
Anderson conducted a series of investigations 
which determined the bottle was a mid-to-late 
19th-century Dutch gin bottle, and the form 
inside was written on cheaply-made 19th-century 
paper.

‘Extraordinary finds need extraordinary 
evidence to support them,’ said Dr Anderson. To 
confirm the bottle’s authenticity, he contacted 
colleagues in the Netherlands and Germany for 
help.

Handwriting samples from the form were 
compared to the captain’s entries in the Paula’s 
meteorological journal, where, incredibly, an 
entry was found for 12 June, 1886. Made by the 
captain, it recorded that a drift bottle had been 
thrown overboard.

‘The date and the coordinates correspond 
exactly with those on the bottle message,’ said Dr Anderson. ‘The handwriting is identical in terms of 
cursive style, slant, font, spacing, stroke emphasis, capitalisation and numbering style.’

So, 132 years after it was tossed overboard from the Paula, the captain’s journal confirmed that the 
Dutch gin bottle is the oldest-known message in a bottle in the world, eclipsing the second oldest bottle, 

which is just over 108 years old.
Kym and Tonya Illman have loaned their find 

to the WA Museum to display for the next two years.

Above: An artist’s drawing of the German sailing barque Paula in 
1880. Photo: Supplied by Edouard Adam/WA Museum.

Above: The form reveals the date the bottle was jettisoned, along 
with the ship’s name, home port, coordinates and travel route.
Photo: Kym Illman.

Above: Tonya and Kym Illman with Ross Anderson (centre) 
from the WA Museum, where the bottle and message are on 
display. Photo: Kym Illman.
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Words & Photos Rod Ashlin - Skipper, QF6

Around 2130 on Friday 16th March, I 
received a call from our Radio Operator 
that the cruise ship Pacific Aria had a 

severely ill person on board and was requesting 
we make arrangements to medivac the person 
from the ship to hospital. This request was 
passed to us by the Water Police.

The ship had left Brisbane earlier in the 
evening and had now turned back and would 
meet with us off Mooloolaba around 2300. A 
crew was organised, which also included two 
Ambulance Officers who would accompany us.

Having been involved with two prior 
evacuations at night from large ships, my 
immediate thought was that this would not be 
an easy job. Apart from the solid 20 knot South 
Easterly blowing, there was a large left over swell 
from a cyclone that had only just started to move 
away from the area.

With Ambulance personnel aboard, who 
were not enjoying the conditions, we made a 
rendezvous with the ship 5 nautical 
miles East of Point Cartwright. The ship 
asked us to move close down their 
side in order to assess our gunwale 
height and ascertain which was the best 
docking port to use for the attempted 
evacuation.

I asked the captain to steer 220 
degrees at 4 to 5 knots to provide 
some lee but eventually they opted for 
a docking port on their port side and 
so directed their vessel on a reciprocal 
course, but advised us that their 
regulations did not allow the ship to 
be moving when the selected port was 
opened and so they held the heading 
with the ship stationary.

The docking station was only 
approximately 3 metres long at our 
gunwale height with 2 posts that 
extended to water level at each end. We 
managed to come alongside and get a 
bow and stern line from the ship to us, 
but we were crashing heavily into the 
posts of the dock, particularly before 
the lines were made taught to hold us 
in position. The language barrier of the 

Philippino crew who took instructions from their 
boss, who in turn spoke with the ship's Officers 
and then to us did not make this process any 
easier and certainly not quicker.

Once secured, but still crashing heavily 
against the portal, there was a long delay in 
getting the patient down to the evacuation 
area and I reminded the Officers present that 

Above: Approaching the Pacific Aria.
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this was causing considerable damage to our 
vessel. Eventually the female patient, who was 
a suspected stroke victim, was passed down to 
us in a stretcher and this was followed by her 
husband and their luggage.

With some difficulty, we were able to 
draw away from the ship's side, received the 
thanks of the Captain and applause from the 
passengers who had a ringside seat for this 
added entertainment, and we headed back to 
Mooloolaba with the ship continuing on its 
originally intended course.

Back on our dock, the patient was taken 
off and placed in the waiting ambulance and 
taken to hospital. We were not informed, but we 
believe there was a good outcome for the patient 
and her husband was very grateful for the service 
we were able to provide.

In the light of day we could assess the 
damage, which amounted to a section of our 
gunwale fendering being torn away and the 
cracking of several welds securing our bulwarks 
to the deck.  When a person's life is at stake you 
do the job and deal with any potential damage 
afterwards, but I have made a mental note that 
in conditions any worse than we encountered, 
I would not agree to put our vessel and the 
considerable risk to our crew at stake.

Should this happen, the alternatives are 
to move further into the shelter of Moreton Bay 
or the ship to rebirth in Brisbane. In extreme 
cases a helicopter evacuation may be possible, 
but I believe there is a reluctance to activate 
helicopters for rescues over water at night. There 
is obviously considerable risk and expense in 
deploying helicopters, so they are only deployed 
if absolutely necessary.

In this case, a good outcome was achieved 
and my thanks to the crew who did a great job.

Above: A photo of the patient transfer taken from the Pacific 
Aria.

ELVA CRAFT
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Words & Photos Peter Wollermer - QF6

Getting My Kicks on Route 66

My birthday is in March. Son suggests - Dad why not a road trip to celebrate and (he) we can 
go see the Mid West US National Truck Show in Louisville Kentucky and we can drive some of 
Route 66! Yes - son is a truck person.

OK - let’s do it.  So we did. Wow! We enjoyed a wonderful trip across the South West of the USA. 
The people we met were friendly and loved Australians. The food choice was limitless and you simply 
did not need to eat fast food at all. The beer was icy cold, as was the weather, even though it was 
"Springtime".

We flew Air New Zealand, which was just magic. Brisbane - Auckland - Houston, Texas -boy that's a 
big town. Picked up a renter and headed for Galveston, then to Lake Charles for the night. The next day 
on to Bourbon Street, New Orleans, which 
was awesome. Tried some Buffalo oysters 
in New Orleans - they were absolutely 
delicious.

Then up to Memphis, Tennessee to 
see the Elvis display at Gracelands. It is all 
that people say it is, but it is sad in some 
respects. Lining up to buy tickets to get in, 
I notice a guy wearing some RM Williams 
boots. Yes sir - he and his wife were from 
Noosa! Small world. Great display and well 
worth the visit.

Next stop Lynchburg, Tennessee - the 
home of the Jack Daniels distillery. Wow! 
Did the tour which was terrific. Tasting 
five different absolutely delicious shots 
of "Tennessee sippin whisky" at 11.00am 
was a sure fire start to a great day! It is 

Above: Bourbon Street, New Orleans.
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not Bourbon, it is Tennessee Sippin whisky. 
Gentleman Jack was the best! Lynchburg is a dry 
County, only 500 residents and one set of traffic 
lights - 600 people work at the factory.

Explored the nearby village and found 
a Harley Davidson shop - no bikes just 
merchandise. Wandering around and noticed a 
local guy - 18 if he was a day - pimples, skinny, 
tight jeans, a red sweater, big belt and buckle 
and an even bigger Glock 9mm pistol on his hip. 
Unbelievable.

Up to the truck show which was huge. 
Then left Louisville for Dayton, Ohio - home of 
the National Museum of the US Air Force, with 
22 acres of aircraft under cover. All the Air Force 
One Presidential aircraft and almost every type 
the Air Force has flown and also some space 
craft. Just an amazing place. We spent a day there 
and really did not do it justice. A must visit if you 
have any interest in aircraft.

We were then intending to head to 
Chicago to start Route 66, but it was snowing 
there so we gave it a miss. Went to Indianapolis 
and visited the Speedway; another US icon. Then 
joined Route 66 at Springfield, Illinois. The road 
was built in 1926 and is 2,278 miles long from 
Chicago to Santa Monica, California. It sort of 
evolved over the years and really came into its 
own in 1941 during WW II, when it was used to 
transport thousands of men and machines from 
the West coast to the East coast to assist in the 
war effort.

Following the war, all the returning 
veterans swamped the highway heading West. 
Then the Government commissioned the building 
of the great US Interstate road system. It carves 
straight across the country and in lots of places 
bypasses Route 66 by miles and miles and in 
others runs alongside and in others is placarded 
as the Route 66.

So we start the drive. It was three degrees 
when we left Springfield, which was the home 

Top: Tasting Tennessee sippin’ whisky at the Jack Daniels 
Distillery in Lynchburg, Tennessee.
Centre: JFK’s Air Force One at the National Museum of the US 
Air Force at Dayton, Ohio.
Above: Cars of past winners of the Indianapolis 500 at the 
Speedway Museum, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

QF4 Coast Guard Caloundra 
Memorial Wall

Our Memorial Wall is located on Caloundra 
Headland and offers relatives and friends of those 
commemorated on the Wall a place for peaceful 

reflection. Plaques are available from Coast Guard 
Caloundra. Ashes scattering services can be 

performed in Pumicestone Passage or out at sea.
All enquiries are welcome.

Contact John Steel - 0439 913 333
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of Abraham Lincoln. You can walk around the house in which he lived. We had seen the home of 
Muhammed Ali and Thomas Edison in Louisville, it was sort of - that’s a bit of real estate I never thought 
I would gaze upon. Bit like the Boeing 707 that took John F. Kennedy back from Dallas - and seeing the 
desk at which LBJ stood in that aircraft to take the oath of office of the President of the United States of 
America. It was all good.

Down to St. Louis, Missouri and we meandered through small towns off and on the Interstate. 
Some were thriving and using the history of the road to benefit the locals. Others were dying or dead. 
Grass up through the footpaths, no cars or people about, stores boarded up. Sad really, but that’s the 
price of progress I suppose. Accommodation was never a problem, with plenty of Holiday Inn-type 
motels along the way at an average of about US$100 a night. We had only booked the first and last 
nights and the time we were at the truck show. The rest of the time we winged it with success. I must 
have looked old, as when I asked for a senior's discount it was usually available and knocked off about 
$10 to $15 a night in most places.

We nicked the corner of Kansas - the almost ghost town of Gaden - and into Tulsa and then 
Oklahoma. We went to a basketball game at the Cheaspeake Stadium. Boy do those Americans yell in 
support of their teams. Visited the scene of the Oklahoma City bombing that happened on 19 April 1995. 
Some lunatic blew up the Federal building and killed 168 people and injured 800 others. Remarkable and 
touching memorial to those who died. A time for reflection it was. Felt the sadness. 

Continued West until the little town of Clinton, Oklahoma; it was looking prosperous. It had a neat 
little museum - like many others - and was our last section of Route 66, so had to buy the t-shirt. Then 
headed South for Dallas. We had purchased tickets for the O'Reilly Auto Parts 500, which was a round of 
the US Nascar series held at Texas Motor Speedway. Wow! It is bigger that Ben Hur!

When we first walked out of the stand to our seats about 80 metres from the track, we simply 
could not get over the noise and the speed. Over 200mph. They are seriously fast cars and noisy. OH&S 
here would have a hernia! The racing was sensational, although I can imagine it is not everyone's cup of 
tea. BUT, all I would say is - don't knock it until you have tried it. As we settled into our comfortable seats 
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in the lounge area we noticed a nasal sounding voice. 
Further investigation revealed the couple sitting next to 
us, Justin and Kerry from Caboolture. Talk about small world again!

After two days of all out Nascar, we headed South to Houston. A must visit there is the Lyndon B 
Johnson Space Centre. Another day spent gawking at stuff that you only seem to see in the movies. We 
even touched Apollo 15. We walked into and around the Boeing 747 that transported the Endeavour 
Space shuttle from East Coast to West. We saw the Mercury capsules, a full size mock up of the existing 
space station, and watched people practising getting about the station. We also saw the control room 
that was filmed as a back drop to the movie Apollo 13. There is no doubt about the Americans - they do 
it right and boy can they spend some money.

A final night of rest and the next evening our flight back via Auckland to Brisbane. Spending 4 
weeks on the road and sleeping in the same room with your son, another alpha male, is not the easiest 
task in the world. But boy, I am so glad I made the effort. It was the trip of a life time.

Above: Texas Motor Speedway in Dallas, Texas.
Right: Apollo 15 Command Module at the Lyndon B Johnson 
Space Centre in Houston.
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We all live an interesting life in one way or another, but every now and again you get to talk to 
someone about their life, which just amazes you. Such an occurrence happened recently when 
Chaplain Sue Clarke and I went to visit one of QF6's long time supporters, Graham McKenna. 

I'm sure that you will be amazed by Graham's story, as we were. He has seen it all, from bombs dropping 
close to his ship, whales giving him directions and living in many different countries, even experiencing 
royalty. Let me tell you his story ...

Graham was a bit of a larrikin when he was in his 20’s (I think he still is in later life, too) and went 
on some amazing adventures in his line of work. Working on ships that surveyed the bottom of the 
ocean for oil, he lived and breathed work on the ocean waves. Times were rough - no P&O cruises - as 
he worked in North Western Australia out of Port Hedland, around the Monte Bello Islands with Geo 
Physical exploration taking place, then in Bass Strait in rough weather and then across to and around 
New Zealand. His ship was to be dry docked there, but before that, he helped to recover bodies from the 
Wahine ferry disaster when she sank in 1968 in Wellington Harbour. Graham should probably have quit 
right there, but he ended up going to Mozambique and Madagascar when wars were raging.

His ship was attacked by a fighter jet by mistake, whoops - too late if the bomb finds its target, but 
the Emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie, was remorseful when the ship's owners complained and invited 
the crew to a garden party at his palace to show there were no hard feelings. Well they were on his side 
maybe? No wonder he was deposed in 1974.

Graham and his crew did have some fun times, such as taking out a local fishing boat to see 
what they could catch. However, life turned to sheer terror when apartheid was larger than life; as a 
humanitarian Graham sheltered South Africans on his 1600 acre coastal farm, letting refugees build their 
own huts, but he had to abandon everything and flee to Rhodesia for safety when the Mozambican Civil 
War took place and five million people were displaced.

Graham's Geo Physical International exploration continued and the ‘go find oil’ surveys from a flat 
bottom ship about 350 feet long were 24/7, towing sensing equipment over the sea bed. One day, the 
crew were warned that there had been movement on the sea bed near Madagascar and it might manifest 
itself on the surface, but 
they just continued working, 
head down, bottom up and 
not taking any notice of the 
horizon, until a huge whale 
seemed to direct their ship 
off course by breaching 
alongside. It did this three 
times and the Captain had to 
deliberately move off course 
to avoid the whale. As they 
did a Pinnacle arose out 
of the water in front of the 
ship, almost house height, 
which, if they had continued 
on course they would have 
crashed into it and possibly 
sunk. One remarkable whale 
to keep them all safe.

I think Graham had 
had a little too much 
adventure by then and took 

Words Ian Hunt - Editor, QF6

Above: The acoustic survey vessel Paul Markson.
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an opportunity to work in 
the Royal Stables with the 
Queen's horses and have a 
more ‘normal’ life for a while. 
While on the Continent, 
he became fascinated by 
food presentation and 
how to marinate meats. He 
returned to Australia to open 
a butcher's shop in Darwin 
that had a huge display 
window with different cuts 
of meat and marinades; 
something that was not 
done at that time - Graham 
says he started a trend. He 
also loved the land and 
established a banana and 
a paw paw plantation in 
Humpty Doo, which took 
many hours of work. 

Somewhere in the 
mix he eventually found 
himself working for Mount 
Isa Mines in Mount Isa, but 
doing an above ground 
“clean” job that was not too 
dangerous. One can only 
keep alive if you don’t take 
too many ridiculous risks. 
Graham eventually saw the 
light and settled down to 
being the best butcher in 
the Beachmere area, before 
retiring to the Sunshine 
Coast.

I could keep talking 
about many other facets of 
Graham’s life, but will leave 
it there, as from a seaman’s 
perspective there is always 
one more tale to tell, and he 
does that very well.

Top: Mistakenly bombed by an Ethiopian fighter jet.
Above: Graham’s crew taking out a local fishing boat in Ethiopia.
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Words & Photos John Gasparotto - Editor, QF4

Above: The animal rescue crew from Australia Zoo 
and one kangaroo get a quick trip to Bribie Island 
courtesy of Coast Guard Caloundra.
Right: Staff from Australia Zoo release the kangaroo 
on Bribie Island.

When a rescue crew from Australia 
Zoo was called out to rescue a 
wet young female kangaroo seen 

wandering in the vicinity of the Caloundra 
Caravan Park, it was decided that it should 
be returned to Bribie Island.

After catching the kangaroo and 
wrapping her in a blanket to avoid stressing 
the animal further, the crew from Australia 
Zoo were faced with a predicament: How 
were they going to transport the kangaroo 
back to Bribie Island quickly?

A quick phone call to Coast Guard 
Caloundra saw their volunteer on-duty 
crew prepare Coast Guard 2 for immediate 
departure. The Australia Zoo team plus one 
kangaroo were on the water a short time 
later and soon the animal was released 
back to its home on Bribie Island.

This is not the first time Coast Guard 
Caloundra has been called on to assist in 
rescuing injured wildlife or returning them 
back to Bribie Island.
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QF21 SANDY 
STRAIT•

QF17 TIN CAN BAY
•

QF5 NOOSA •

QF6 MOOLOOLABA •

QF4 CALOUNDRA •

QF21 SANDY STRAIT
Commander (Acting): John Scragg - 0458 101 566
Deputy Commander: TBA
Base: Phone 07 4129 8141  |  Fax 07 4129 8907
Email: qf21@coastguard.com.au  |  Operations - operations.qf21@coastguard.com.au
Post: PO Box 341, Maryborough, QLD 4650
Location: 126 Eckert Rd, Boonooroo
Hours of Operation: 0700 - 1800 daily  |  1800 - 0700 Duty Skipper on call
Radio Call Sign: VMR421 or Coast Guard Sandy Strait
    Radio Frequencies Monitored: VHF 16, 80, 82  |  27MHz 88, 90
      Operational Area: Great Sandy Strait south to Kauri Creek and north to McKenzie’s 
        Jetty; Mary River up to the Barrage
     QF17 TIN CAN BAY
    Commander: Phil Feldman - 0414 591 947
   Deputy Commander: Terry Murphy - 0447 581 947
  Base: Phone - 07 5486 4290  |  Fax - 07 5486 4568  |  Mob - 0419 798 651
 Email: operations.qf17@coastguard.com.au
Post: PO Box 35, Tin Can Bay, QLD 4580
Location: In the boat ramp car park, Norman Point at 25° 54’ S / 153° 00’ E
Hours of Operation: 0600 - 1800 daily
Radio Call Sign: VMR417 or Coast Guard Tin Can Bay
Frequencies Monitored: VHF 16, 67, 80, 82  |  27MHz 88, 90
Operational Area: Tin Can Inlet & adjacent creeks; Great Sandy Strait north to S38; 
Offshore waters north to Indian Head, south to Double Island Point & 50nm to seaward
QF5 NOOSA
Commander: Andrew Leak - 0408 083 252
Deputy Commander: Ian Hutchings - 0432 234 246
Base: Phone - 07 5474 3695  |  Emergencies - 07 5449 7670
Email: fao.qf5@coastguard.com.au
Post: PO Box 274, Tewantin, QLD 4565 
Location: Russell St, Munna Point in the Noosa River Caravan Park
Hours of Operation: 24/7  |  365 days
Radio Call Sign: VMR405 or Coast Guard Noosa
Radio Frequencies Monitored: VHF 16, 22, 80  |  27MHz 88, 91
Operational Area: The entire Noosa River and its lakes; Offshore waters north to Double 
Island Point, south to Point Arkwright and 50nm to seaward
QF6 MOOLOOLABA
Commander: Bill Asher - 0477 699 746
Deputy Commander: Steve Bellamy - 0412 385 730
Base: Phone - 07 5444 3222  |  Email: operations.qf6@coastguard.com.au
Post: 65 Parkyn Parade, Mooloolaba, QLD 4557
Location: In the boat ramp carpark, 65 Parkyn Parade at 26° 41.1’ S / 153° 07.6’ E
Hours of Operation: 365 days 0600 - 2200  |  2200 - 0600 Night watch (CH 16)
Administration Hours: Monday, Wednesday, Friday 0800 - 1200
Radio Call Sign: VMR406 or Coast Guard Mooloolaba
Radio Frequencies Monitored: VHF 16, 67, 73, 80  |  27MHz 88, 90
Operational Area: North to Point Arkwright, south to Point Cartwright & 50nm to seaward
QF4 CALOUNDRA
  Commander: Joe Allen - 0439 913 533
   Deputy Commander: Kevin Wager - 0439 913 522
   Base: Phone 07 5491 3533  |  Fax 07 5491 7516
   Email: operations.qf4@coastguard.com.au
    Post: PO Box 150, Caloundra, QLD 4551
     Location: Tripcony Lane, Caloundra off Maloja Avenue
     Hours of Operation: Weekdays 0530 - 1200  |  Weekends/Public Holidays 0530 - 1700
    Radio Call Sign: VMR404 or Coast Guard Caloundra
   Radio Frequencies Monitored: VHF 16, 73  |  27MHz 88, 91
   Operational Area: Offshore waters north to Point Cartwright, south to approximately
    halfway down Bribie Island & 40nm to seaward
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